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 MIT-Cart TM for Laptops

 
Product Description 
An innovative design, the MIT-Cart is light and versatile with a stylish worktop surface that is ideal for laptop 
computing needs in a healthcare environment. Ergonomically designed, the MIT-Cart adjusts in height for each 
user. It has a smooth handle for confident manoeuvrability and high durability castors which brake quickly 
when in use by the bedside. Designed with minimal footprint and integrated cable management for 
non-cluttered space saving, helping to maximise the effectiveness of the working area. Powered with the 
GENI-Tec TM power system, this medical cart can provide a truly wireless solution, charged in situ or with a 
power docking system for its ‘Hot Swappable’ modules. Our OEM design service can tailor our design to your 
needs, to discuss the options available please contact us for more information. 
 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
             Features 

  
● Robust construction for busy 

environments 
● Small footprint with low friction 

castors for easy manoeuvrability 
● Custom mount fittings and 

accessories to suit your needs 
● Wireless cable management 

system, no trip hazards 
● Height adjustable or fixed height, 

no bending 
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Specification 
 

 

Specifications Adjustable Fixed 

Height  30cm range Various 

Max Tilt Angle 10 Degrees (in a static tilt test) As per 
EN-60601-1 section 9.4.2.1 

10 Degrees (in a static tilt test) As per EN-60601-1 
section 9.4.2.1 

Accessories 
Available 

 Handle, Basket, Medi-Rail, Mount, Cable Hook, 
Drip Pole, DC Adapter Holder 

Handle, Basket, Medi-Rail, Mount, Cable 
Hook, Drip Pole, DC Adapter Holder 

Mounting Options  Single and Double Accessory Mounts available, 
for mounting multiple accessories 

Single and Double Accessory Mounts available,for 
mounting multiple accessories 

Max Carrying 
Load  

20kg (subject to height) 20kg (subject to height) 

Castors  5 castors, 100mm, All braked 5 castors, 100mm, All braked 

Footprint  700mm  700mm 

Turning Circle  680mm diameter  680mm diameter 

Compliance  CE  CE 

 Part Number  Description 

 MIT-110-MA-C01-875 Fixed Height Cart  with Single Display Mount 

 MIT-110-HM-C01-600 Height Adjustable Cart With Single Display Mount 

 MIT-130-MA-C01-875 Fixed Height Cart  With Laptop Mount 

 MIT-130-HM-C01-600 Height Adjustable Cart Laptop Mount 

 

 
 

 
Notice 
Bytec Healthcare takes reasonable steps to ensure that all technical information and recommendations disclosed in our                
datasheets, brochures and website are based upon our experience and research and are provided in good faith. Users                  
shall independently determine the suitability of the products shown for their particular regional requirements and               
intended use, and will ensure that they meet the relevant regulations for the countries of use, as these may differ greatly                     
from country to country. As such we accept no liability whatsoever for any inaccuracies herein disclosed. Please feel free                   
to contact our technical teams, who would be delighted to advise you on specific regulatory issues. Bytec Healthcare                  
reserves the right to alter, delete or make obsolete any product featured in its brochures, datasheet and website without                   
prior notice. E&OE. © Copyright Bytec Healthcare Limited 2016  MIT-Cart  is a trademark of Bytec Healthcare Ltd.  
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